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Atlas Spring Workshops and Events
Saturday and Sunday April 20 & 21 at Oak Hammock Marsh
Bring your lunch and your questions!
Atlas staff will be present for Q&A, and will have maps,
atlassing forms and other resources.
Manitoba’s Threatened Grassland Birds
Thursday March 28th 7pm at Living Prairie Museum
Presentation by Christian Artuso
Call 832-0167 or email prairie@winnipeg.ca to register.

See
page 4
for other
birding events
across the
province

Birds of Manitoba beginners course
April 17th 7-9pm at McNally Robinson, $20/person
Christian will be teaching an introductory course.
Visit the store, or call 204-475-0483 to register,
or visit Community Classroom at mcnallyrobinson.com .

Birding by Ear: 3-Part Workshop
April 25th, May 2nd, May 9th at Fort Whyte
Christian will be leading this 3-part workshop
on how to identify birds by sound. Free for registered atlassers.
Contact Fort Whyte at (204) 989-8355 or info@fortwhyte.org

Photo: Charlie
McPherson

Morning Birding Walks at Assiniboine Park
May 2nd, 6th, 7th, 10th at 7:30am (Subject to change due to weather)
Join up for one hour informal birding sessions. Meet on the park side of the footbridge at Assiniboine Park.
Watch the latest news on the atlas website (www.birdatlas.mb.ca) for updates or scheduling changes.
For updates on workshops and events don’t forget to check out the
Atlas Facebook page at www.facebook.com/manitobabreedingbirdatlas
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2 Years left!
ATLAS STATS (as of March 19th 2012)
Registered Atlassers:
903
General Atlassing:
22,383 hours in 2,164 squares
Point Counts:
16,325 point counts in 1,115 squares
# Species:
289 = 262 confirmed,
15 probable, 12 possible

REGIONAL SUMMARY (as of March 19th, 2011)
Region 1:
Region 2:
Region 3:
Region 4:
Region 5:
Region 6:
Region 7:
Region 8:
Region 9:
Region 10:
Region 11:
Region 12:
Region 13:
Photo:
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Region 14:

2,932 hrs in 257 (of 258) squares
2,110 point counts in 140 squares
1725 hrs in 194 (of 201) squares
1,526 point counts in 100 squares
3,408 hrs in 136 (of 140) squares
1,252 point counts in 84 squares
2,399 hrs in 131 (of 151) squares
1,329 point counts in 100 squares
1,779 hrs in 101 (of 145) squares
614 point counts in 39 squares
2,167 hrs in 196 (of 280) squares
1,616 point counts in 111 squares
2,500 hrs in 314 (of 434) squares
1,932 point counts in 132 squares

– 206 species

425 hrs in 148 (of 302) squares
392 point counts in 30 square
432 hrs in 120 (of 380) squares
654 point counts in 42 squares
1,107 hrs in 106 (of 881) squares
658 point counts in 49 squares
1,150 hrs in 211 (of 1176) squares
1,854 point counts in 124 squares
612 hrs in 80 (of 960) squares
901 point counts in 61 squares
160 hrs in 22 (of 775) squares
27 point counts in 3 squares
1,587 hrs in 146 (of 882) squares
1,460 point counts in 100 squares

– 176 species

– 191 species
– 198 species
– 200 species
– 187 species
– 205 species
– 201 species

– 169 species
– 151 species
– 159 species
– 125 species
– 97 species
– 156 species
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Owls Quiz

Your Data at Work
There are many things that atlas data
is useful for. Now, embarking on our
fourth year we are already building a
picture of bird distribution and
abundance in Manitoba.

This is an example of
your data at work. This
relative abundance map
for
Ovenbird
is
calculated from our point
count data using a
technique called kriging.
This map is coarse and
preliminary and it will be
complimented by other
analytical techniques, but
it gives a sense of the big
picture
that
your
enormous
volunteer
contribution is making ...
thank you!

Don’t Forget!
Current total hours or total point counts are available at
www.birdatlas.mb.ca/mbdata/maps.jsp
Use the drop-down menu to pick hours or point counts:

As we enter our final 2 years of atlassing, use these
maps to keep the big picture in mind when you are
considering how to contribute to the Atlas. Blue
squares are complete (20 hours of effort, or 15 point
counts), but green, yellow and white squares can use
more attention. This can help distribute data
collection and reduce duplication.

These photos were all
taken in March 2013.
What species are these
and what breeding code
should they have?
1.

Repeatedly seen in same
square, central Interlake,
Feb to mid-March

Joanne
Smith

2. Seen near Hecla, March 16

Donna
Martin

3. Feeder visit
St. Claude, March 7

Louise
Rosset
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Upcoming Bird Events Across the Province
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY OF CANADA EVENTS

Photo: Dennis Swayze

Calling All Birders!
Volunteers needed for Breeding Bird Survey south
of Riding Mountain National Park. The Nature
Conservancy of Canada (NCC), in cooperation
with Parks Canada, the Manitoba Breeding Bird
Atlas and Rossburn Tourism, are holding a one-day
Bird-a-thon, Saturday, June 8th, to record all species
of birds found on NCC’s 322 hectare (800 acre) Elk
Glen protected site. Located near the community of
Rossburn, this site is part of the larger Riding
Mountain UNESCO Biosphere Reserve and
reflects the overall species richness of the region.
NCC works with many stakeholders and partners in
this area towards a common goal of ecosystem
conservation and sustainable resource use.
Saturday, June 8th, 2013
Join Ken Kingdon of
Parks Canada for an
educational hike through
spectacular rolling forests
and meadows in search of
the many birds that reside
in this region.
A light lunch will be provided following the event.
To register call 204-942-0900 or online at
www.conservationvolunteers.ca

Building
Boxes for
Swallows

Saturday, April 13th, the Nature Conservancy of
Canada (NCC), with help from Girl Guides from
southeast Manitoba, will come together to build
nesting structures for Barn Swallows. With the
recent designation of the species as threatened by
COSEWIC, NCC is committed to maintaining and
enhancing this swallow’s habitat. As part of NCC’s
conservation work, permanently protecting the
natural virtues of the land and stewarding them into
the future are the main goals. In today’s world, old
outbuilding used historically by swallows for nesting
are often removed. Through the nest building
workshop, the Girl Guides will provide the Barn
Swallows with 25 new nesting sites that will be
erected this spring in historically used areas within
the Manitoba Tall Grass Prairie Preserve. The
workshop will be taking place at NCC’s Weston
Family Tall Grass Prairie Interpretive Centre due to
open this summer in southeast Manitoba.

OTHER SPRING EVENTS
La Riviere Raptor Festival Saturday April 6 10am-4pm
Blair Morrison Hall. Displays, live birds, activities. Free admission

Ferruginous Hawk
By C. Artuso

Oak Hammock Marsh Events Contact: 204- 467-3300 or ohmic@ducks.ca
International Migratory Bird Day May 11. Activities, sound mapping.
Songbird Banding Workshop May 18. Pre-registration Required, $5 fee
Summer Bird Census June 23. Register by June 20, lunch provided.
Nature Manitoba Workshops Pre-registration required:
204-943-9029 or info@naturemanitoba.ca.
Gulls: Tuesday, April 2 7:30pm. Instructor: Rudolph Koes. Identification and the best observation sites.
Thrushes & Friends: Tuesday April 16 7:30pm. Instructor: Ward Christianson.
Learn more about these elusive forest songsters.
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Making the Most of Being There

By Peter Taylor

Atlassing provides a great opportunity to go birding off the beaten track. A lot of my atlassing has been in
“semi-remote” areas where the road system peters out in the boreal forest. While most days are focused on
point counting in one square, I find myself travelling through many other squares with little or no coverage.
It has taken a couple of years to perfect a “no stone unturned” approach to get the maximum number of
casual observations, and make the most out of the long journeys to and from the target square. Even a few
observations during the afternoon doldrums can add useful data and reduce the amount of white, uncharted
space in the final atlas maps. I have chosen one of my more productive 2012 outings to illustrate this point.
Dry conditions and a fair weather forecast encouraged me to set out on a 10-hour round trip from Pinawa to
the Happy Lake logging road northeast of Pine Falls on 7 June 2012, where I planned to do point counts in
square 15TS92. This was one of several trips aimed at colouring in a big white patch in the atlas maps east
of Nopiming, where the Trans Licence and Happy Lake roads offer limited, fair-weather access for a twowheel-drive vehicle. This is not heavily travelled country – I only saw one vehicle in three days on this road,
and the occupants told me they thought at first I was a Sasquatch!
I arrived at the west end of Trans Licence road at about 4:40am, just as the dawn chorus was building up.
This is a little early for the best point-counting, but gave a great opportunity for some quick stops in 14QB12
and 15TS82. Half an hour in each of these partial squares yielded 29 and 25 species, respectively. A few
were numerous enough to boost from “Possible” (S) to “Probable” (M). I then began the main feature of the
day – point counting in 15TS92. The point counts produced 49 species, plus another six casual observations
along the way. Highlights included a Common Nighthawk, two Northern Parulas, an Olive-sided
Flycatcher... and several calling Mink Frogs for the Herp Atlas.
Completing the point counts before 8 a.m., I decided to explore farther down the road to the blank squares
ahead. Singing was tapering off now, but frequent stops still produced 29 species in 15US02, including a
territorial pair of Olive-sided Flycatchers in a stretch of boggy habitat. The road briefly wandered into
15US03, just enough for 15 species, but these included boreal goodies such as Yellow-bellied Flycatcher,
Winter Wren, Connecticut Warbler, and Lincoln’s Sparrow. I was eventually halted at a major washout at the
Black River, where a noisy pair of Belted Kingfishers eased the pain of having to turn back.
A short side road past some borrow pits gave minimal access into 15TS93, just enough for 15 species
including yet another Olive-sided Flycatcher. The best was still to come, with a Northern Hawk Owl perched
on a birch snag alongside the road on my way back through 14QB12. Unfortunately it gave nothing away
about possible nesting nearby. After getting back as far as Powerview, I made one last side-trip through a
couple of squares with limited coverage, 14PA99 and 14PA98, on a meandering route back to Pinawa.
I hope this account will encourage other atlassers to make more stops along the way to
and from their assigned squares, especially in areas with minimal coverage.
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Fun biking in the
southern prairie
By Luc Blanchette

It is five o’clock in the morning. Saddlebags ready.
Birding vest all loaded. Water bottle and tire air
pressure checked. Everything is ready, so I hop on
my mountain bike to explore the Sewell square.
You are thinking: “why by bike?” Well, it doesn’t
look like it in southern Manitoba, but many dirt
roads are impassable by car. Even dry, they are not
always well maintained: get a bit of rain and even a
SUV or a 4X4 could get stuck in the gumbo. A creek
is also much easier to cross by bike when the bridge
is down. If there’s a problem, I just lift the bike onto
my shoulder and it’s solved. Add to that the absence
of noise and the great view, and it makes a mountain
bike the logical option.
The beginning of August seems a bit late for
atlassing, but it is a perfect time for finding
fledglings of many sparrows and other prairie birds.
My first stop is the first nest of the day: a couple of
Red-winged Blackbirds, quite agitated by my
presence. Savannah Sparrows are still singing, and
some are followed by their offspring. An agitated
Western Meadowlark starts calling, but does not go
too far. I can’t find anything, but the fact it stays
close indicates young (or a nest) in the area. A short
inspection under an old bridge reveals Rock Pigeon
and Barn Swallow nests. Along the river,
I see a juvenile Great Blue Heron,
still sporting down on his head;
One parent is close by.
Near a homestead, I add a chipping
sparrow, an Eastern Kingbird and an
American Robin, each feeding their
young. Out of the barn comes a
House Sparrow with a fecal sac.

Along another dirt road, I have to swerve to avoid a
Killdeer chick that decided to come out of the grass
as I was passing by. Close call!
The going is slow on the loose dirt of a rarely
traveled dirt path. It has rewards: a Vesper Sparrow
is feeding a nestling, and an immature Bobolink
follows its mother very closely.
Taking a road that is not on my map, I find a
Grasshopper Sparrow, the bird of the day! I almost
came to a painful stop as my front wheel gets caught
in a crack in the dry clay dirt, hidden by wild grass; I
barely manage to stay on the bike. In a water hole,
families of Mallards and Canada Geese swim by.
Nearby, a young Sedge Wren comes out, shaking its
wings to be fed and further in the field, an immature
Lark Sparrow is patiently waiting at the top of a
small willow. High up in the air, two Red-tailed
Hawks are soaring.
Of course, a bike does not go as fast as a car. Once I
have done 14 miles (sorry, 23 kilometres; it is so
easy to count the mile roads!), it is already 10:30,
and bird activity drops dramatically. Time to pedal
back home! I see a small flock of birds on
the road: Horned Larks with
fledglings. And for the finale, as I
pass by the area where I saw my
meadowlark: here it is again, but
this time followed by one fledgling!
And this is how my day ends,
sweatier and dustier than how I first
started, but in better shape and happy
thanks to a good birding day!
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Poor Crows
By Lindy Clubb

My husband and I live on 10 acres southwest of
Winnipeg. Our acres are great edge habitat: mature
spruce and maple trees ring our yard, a large dug-out
supports willows and some prairie grasses, and deep
cattail- and bulrush-filled ditches border the grassy
sections .
We have crows attracted to the
fields and gravel roads for
scavenging, and our tall
spruce trees for roosting.
Last year, in late February,
while walking around our
property, I watched two
crows pair up to flush a
C. Artuso
Great Horned Owl out from
the spruce trees and chase it
towards the dug-out. All three
landed on the willows around the
dug-out and, although the owl was
sedate, the crows were noisy and vocal, and
filled with bitter-sounding complaints. They forced
the owl to take wing to the north. My brother the
avian expert claimed "all birds hate owls," but in my
innocence I had thought that raptors and scavengers
had a better relationship.
The following day, two crows, backed up by a
magpie, flew into the same spruce row and perched
on an old crow's nest much higher up in the trees.
One of a pair of Great Horned Owls was on a lower
limb and it looked as if the crows were pecking at
the interior of the old nest. I was horrified; I thought
they might be consuming the owl's eggs. They

flapped and flew and harassed the owl until it left its
perch and quietly winged back to the dug-out. After
that, I kept an eye on the wide nest in the spruce and
was rewarded to see the female owl settling into this
elevated home, despite harassment from the crows.
Each day the crows came into
the front yard, cawing to each
other as if to muster
forces, and then flew
towards the owls. The
owls didn’t engage.
They waited for the
opportunity of dawn
and dusk, when they
hunted for mammals
and birds (some as big
as crows) to eat.
I wonder if the crows
communicate for purposes of
protection. Their calls when they were harassing the
owls sounded like a warning, a siren. They reduced
their harassment to about once per week. The owls
weren’t deterred by the crow's disapproval, and the
crows were reduced to impotent expressions of rage
and some active but brief shows of aggression. Poor
crows. They lined up on wires to commiserate about
owls and other real estate invasions.
The owls, however, raised three big downy owlets
and taught them to fly and hunt. The crows are still
here and the owls have returned, too, to give them
another lesson in patience, decorum and holding
onto property for the purposes of procreation.
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Photo Crop

From Top Left: Northern Cardinal (X since seen Nov.-March. Breeding evidence
could become H if it stays) by Roger Binne, Bald Eagles (AE since they were later
seen sitting in the nest) by Donna Martin, Peregrine Falcons (D) and Ospreys (AE) by
Dennis Swayze, Pileated Woodpeaker (H) by Joanne Smith.
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Useful Information
To ALL 903 registered atlassers, who have now logged data in >2,000 squares, THANK YOU!

A Request from the Chimney Swift Initiative
The Manitoba Chimney Swift Initiative is trying to
identify nesting and roosting locations used by
Chimney Swifts. When you are out in the field, we
would like to know if you see swifts entering chimneys
or using tree cavities. Also, if you find yourself out
around dusk, please be on the lookout for swifts
returning to their nests or roosts.
If you see swifts, email mbchimneyswift@gmail.com.
For more information on the Chimney Swift Initiative
please check our website www.mbchimneyswift.ca.

Thank
You!

Remember: We want this newsletter to be a voice for
all involved. Please send us your photos, your stories,
your questions, and your feedback!

The Baillie Fund
The Baillie Fund is again available
to cover some atlassing expenses
(≤$500) in remote areas. Click on
the following icon on the atlas
front page for details:

Please consult us for pre-approval.
If you don’t qualify for the Baillie
Fund, keep appropriate receipts
and ask us for a tax receipt to help
defray your costs.

Quiz Answers:
1. Great Gray Owl, breeding evidence = X . This seemingly simple example is actually rather tricky. Many atlassers
would be tempted to use the T code for a bird seen repeatedly in the same area; however, that requires repeat
sightings of a bird engaged in territorial behaviour such as singing . Great Gray Owls and, especially, Northern
Hawk Owls are sometimes seen in pairs, or displaying, or even singing in late winter in habitat that is not ideal for
breeding but then they may move away (long distances) to breed. For this reason, caution is required in March,
especially in a winter with as much snow cover as this, and it is prudent to wait until April to see if they remain in
the area. Joanne will keep looking and may be able to improve on the X code soon (with luck).
2. Great Horned Owl, breeding evidence = P. Donna noted the larger size of the top bird, suggesting a female (males
are smaller), although this is hard to see in the photo because the top bird is further from the camera. Pairs often
roost together before the female settles on the nest and Great Horned are a very early breeder. P is thus appropriate
here but note that 2 birds together does not necessarily = P unless there is a reliable way of indicating sex!
3. Boreal Owl, breeding evidence = none. This bird is clearly not in breeding habitat and has come to look for
food under a bird feeder, i.e. won’t stay to breed locally!

CONTACT INFORMATION
Christian Artuso (Atlas Coordinator),
Bonnie Chartier (Assistant Coordinator)
The Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas
24-200 Saulteaux Cr, Winnipeg, MB R3J 3W3
Tel:
204-945-6816 or 204-945-7758
Toll-free: 1-800-214-6497
Fax: 204-945-3077
Email: cartuso@birdscanada.org or mbatlas@bsc-eoc.org

Atlas canoes going north
for remote summer trips.

Hopefully this isn’t
what atlassing in 2013
will look like!

Photo: Jill Larkin
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THANK YOU TO ALL
THANKS to ALL our 903 registered atlassers and to all those individuals and
organizations who offered financial and in-kind support, that makes the Atlas’s possible.

The Atlas Partners, Funders and Supporters

